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As a person who knows Lovecraft's stories well, this game is enormously appealing if only for the constant and clever references
to the literature. I'm glad I invested in this product and was able to see it as it developed and changed. Kudos to the developers
who seem to me to have put an enormous amount of effort into this product. I really wish you guys great success with this
amusing tribute to a problematic writer.. I approve this game.. Sure, it's a nice little action two-sticker. But let's all stop
pretending it's more than that, and for the love of HP, stop calling it "Lovecraftesque" or what have you. "Lovecraft" doesn't
mean tentacles, and it sure doesn't mean hordes of skeletons chasing after you so you can put them down with your shotgun.
This game would have been served much better with a generic background story. Would've attracted less people who love their
"Lovecraft", though (tentacles and madness). Hope this game improves during EA.. Im glad i found this game. and then
purchased it after following its progress for a few, then bought it. Havent gotten out of the first mansion/ hospital yet, but im
enjoying just playin, its got great atmosphere, the visuals and desgins are on point, and the music is perfect for the game. hope
theres more variety in the other and upcoming sections.. A decent Lovecraft game can be very hard to find and this is definitely
worth a try. The attention to detail is refreshing to see as well as the devs dedication to this game. People may complain that this
is a semi-roguelike and not an RPG of some kind but i still found it fun (fun enough to beat all the great old ones). My only real
complaint is the soundtrack isn't fleshed out., just one tune the entire game. Don't know if it is an oversight or something that
they plan on getting to someday but it's a fairly minor thing for me personally.. This is it. This is the one. So many games tout
Lovecraft's name, or Cthulhu's. Most of them have a tentative - at best - connection with Lovecraft. Not so with this one.
There's a deeper understanding and appreciation of Lovecraft and it's all over the place. It's very creepy, atmospheric, and
infinitely replayable. There's always something new each time I play it. There's this hesitation I have before going through its
numerous doors, because who knows what's waiting for me in the next room. It also seems like it's pretty new, and a couple of
bugs can be found here or there but I'm sure that'll be ironed out in short order. The biggest problem for me right now seems to
be the inability to turn off tutorial, and that coupled with the fact that right stick fires, but pushing down right stick opens this
tutorial mid battle. So, take a gentle touch and you'll be fine. Again, I'm sure this will be fixed in short order. It's a lot of fun,
and the randomness of the various levels really add to the sense of the unexpected. Thank you for making this game! I can't wait
to see what the future holds for it. I'll be watching LLC Blini Games in what I expect to be its very promising future.

New patch available (Version 1.1) : Dear investigators, The new version 1.1 comes with a lot of fixes, new content, and
surprises. Take a good look at the patch notes: We have improved the shooting system in the game. Balance improved: We have
improved the balance of the Professor up to the Library location. We have reduced the stamina cost of the Explosive shot, but
we have increased its delay. New enemies and traps: We have added new traps and enemies in the Professor's cemetery level
and other locations. New animations and visual elements: Now the plants in the game react when you run through them. New
items: We have added items that give immunity to certain effects like Bleeding, Stun, Traumas, etc. New sound effects: We
have added sound effects to certain consumable objects. Quest fixed: We have fixed the quest of the mother & child in the
Detective's Pogost. Necronomicon: Now you can find in the levels of the game, and in the shops, different copies of the
Necronomicon. Use them wisely and they may grant you valuable objects, access to a secret location, or a certain and terrible
death. Eye of Azathoth: Fixed the issue that hides the map if you use two Eyes of Azathoth in the same location. Night hunter:
Fixed the problem with the Night hunter in the Professor's Cemetery, that appeared frozen if you had already saved the Witch
previously. As you can see, we continue as hard as ever improving, fixing, and adding new things to our game. Please continue
being as awesome, and inform us of any issue that you find. We promise to continue giving you all as much support as possible
and improving our game.. FULL RELEASE!! 1.0 AVAILABLE! : It's been a long and windy road, but we got there at last:
Lovecraft's Untold Stories releases today! We're as happy as we are exhausted, and believe us when we say it's been quite a ride!
This six months of Early Access has been challenging, but also incredibly rewarding. We got the chance to receive useful
feedback from our wonderful community, and thanks to that the game has grown and evolved a lot -- but this is just the
beginning! We want to thank everyone who has supported us along the way -- our community of players, our friends and
families, and of course every single person from the talented team of people who have worked in Lovecraft's Untold Stories.
We have poured our soul and heart into the game, we hope you enjoy it! And now, investigators, go out there, for Humanity
needs you to stop the Great Old One's plans.. Ghoul Eliot Loss video walkthrough on YouTube : Dear Investigators, With the
release of the version 1.215 and the full balance of the Ghoul Eliot Loss and his storyline, we have published a walkthrough
video on YouTube to present the new balance on every location, showing every secret and sublocation available. Of course, each
game is randomly generated, but this will give you an idea of where you have to search, in order to get all the Info about the
Great Old Ones. With this, we have published the walkthrough for every playable character. It will follow a video with every
encounter against the Great Old Ones. - "I am H.P.. New Combat Mechanics : Welcome, investigators. Do not worry: we are
safe from prying eyes here, from those who adore the abhorrent entities who seek to destroy our world. We can talk safely about
how we will fight against these foul creatures in Lovecrafts Untold Stories , the action RPG that will be released on Steam Early
Access on June, 22! With this post, we start a dev blog where we will introduce you to different features, enemies, items, etc. of
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the game, as well as explain what we are working in and our development roadmap for the future. We intend to keep updating
this dev blog after the game is available on Early Access, so make sure to subscribe to these blogs to stay up to date! Today we
want to share with you some changes we are implementing in the combat system that will be available on June 22: a major
overhaul of the shooting mechanic and a brand new explosive weapon.. New Creatures : Welcome, investigators. Today we want
to share with you information that has come to our hands about some of the foul aberrations that were facing. Please be careful
with it: we understand that knowledge is vital if we want a chance against these creatures, but it could drive to madness weaker
minds than yours.. New patch available (Version 1.15) : Dear investigators, We have uploaded the new version 1.15.. New patch
available (Version 1.03) : Dear Investigators, did you think that we would sit down on our rocking chairs after the release of
version 1.0? No! We continue working to, harder than ever, to fix as many bugs as we can. Here is what we have fixed and
added in the version 1.03: Quests fixed: We have fixed several quests of the Thief storyline. Now they should work properly.
Sound fixed: Now the heroes scream less often when hurting (Bleeding, Poison, etc.) Shoggoths fixed: We have solved the
issues with the Shoggoths of the Ice City. Traps: We have fixed the traps in the cemetery type levels. Some were invisible or
covered up by elements of the scenery. Professor: We have fixed a rare bug that upon death, the explosive shoot of the
Professor didnt work, and the player was forced to restart. Ice City: We have reduced the number of rooms in the Ice City level
of the Professor. Gamepads: We have fixed several issues that the players reported with certain models of Gamepad. For this
fix, we need your help. Please try playing the game with the pad that gave you problems and write us on the forums. Rooms
blocked: We have fixed the issue with certain rooms that remained blocked, despite having eliminated every enemy. More
updates to come! Thanks a lot, everyone for your support, and for continuing reporting issues.. New patch available (Version
1.16) : Dear investigators, We have uploaded the new version 1.16, in our continuous effort to continue improving our game:
News and improvements:. New patch available (Version 1.05) : Dear investigators, We have released a new patch with several
important fixes that will improve the general gameplay experience: Shoggoths in the Ice City: We have discovered and fixed the
issue with the Shoggoths turrets, which wouldnt spawn, blocking the player in a cleaned room. Achievements: Now it is possible
to get the following achievements - Collector of stories, Stories expert, Professional reader, and The end?. Objects stackable:
Now it is possible to stack the "trash" objects (books, treasures, etc.) in batches of 10. Key reconfiguration: Now it is possible to
reconfigure the keys Shift and Alt, and the buttons of the mouse. Gamepads: Now the gamepads wont vibrate when receiving a
small amount of damage, for example, of the debuffs (Bleeding, acid, poison, etc.). Visual changes: We have changed the color
of the poison debuff to not mistake it with the acid debuff. Balance changes: We have made changes in the balance of the
Detective and the Professor to make the gameplay more interesting. Minor fixes and general improvement.. New patch available
(Version 0.78) : Dear investigators, the version 0.78 is available for you to download. In it, we have focused on fixing may bugs
that we have found on the road, and added some new things. Check out the detailed notes: GENERAL FIXES Fixed the issue
where if you used a bettle or ankh while shooting, the character couldnt shoot. Fixed the issue that some loot appear over the
walls Solved many clipping issues of graphic elements. Minor fixes of the UI IMPROVEMENTS: We have included a new item
drop system more balanced. Expect less useless items and more practical ones. No more empty chests. New system in the shops:
Now both the King in yellow and the Writter will offer random objects every time you find them. Improvements in the AI of
the enemies. We have improved the skills of the Professor. The explosive shot now doesnt damage the Professor, but we have
increased its cost of energy. The shield can be recharged, and now protects the Professor based on the energy remaining in his
device. Still, we need to improve the balance of this character. Chapter selection available: We are aware that many players have
completed the game, and they want to replay a specific location. We have added this possibility in the character selection screen.
Click on a character, and a menu will pop up with the levels available. In order to see the level list, you need to reach, at least
once the Strange Place to activate it, and complete the levels at least once to have it available on the list. We have included new
sound effects, and music. We have eliminated many grammar and punctuation issues in the text of the game.
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